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Step 1, Inception:

Hayley Blair at LRS Architects contacted Mariel Acevedo at Solus for an idea of a light fixture that starts 
as a pattern on the first floor, turns vertical and continues as a complex pattern on the second floor.

“The existing architecture of a previously-designated warehouse space left new tenant 
Columbia Distributing with two disjointed wings and disparate floors for its office space. A 
primary goal was to correct this through a bridging design element. Taking advantage of 
the existing two-volume stair, we celebrated this pivot point to create a collaboration 
node, connecting the two wings with openness and action. To enhance this expression, we 
realized the concept of a feature light fixture - one that moves with you through the space 
and acts as a connective tissue of light.”
Hayley Blair, LRS Architects



Step 2, Design Development:

After a meeting with Hayley and Mariel and a few minor revisions to the original configuration, Gammalux created a development 
drawing to capture the mechanical and electrical details and lock in a reliable quote with one part # for the entire configuration. 
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Step 3, Details Finalized:

After P.O. with clarification on dimensions and angles, the development drawing was enhanced with all the 
finest details that would be needed to capture the original design intent and allow the fastest installation.



Step 4, Fabrication:

Now the fun begins!
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Step 5, Assembly:

Many years of experience and skill go into making sure that everything looks and works exactly like it should before leaving the factory. 



Step 6, Installation:

Gammalux provides technical assistance and common-sense fabrication 
that makes installation run as quickly and easily as possible.





Click or scan to view 
the Designer Series 
Sketchbook video 

featuring this project!

Contact us and let’s discuss
Your Design Intent ! 
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Step 7, Your Turn!

Bring your ideas to us and BE FEARLESS with Gammalux.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EHxqUgD0Kc

